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An optical source that produces single-photon pulses on demand has potential applications in linear optics
quantum computation, provided that stringent requirements on indistinguishability and collection efficiency of
the generated photons are met. We show that these are conflicting requirements for anharmonic emitters that
are incoherently pumped via reservoirs. As a model for a coherently pumped single photon source, we propose
cavity-assisted spin-flip Raman transitions in a single electron charged quantum dot embedded in a microcav-
ity. We demonstrate that using such a source, arbitrarily high collection efficiency and indistinguishability of
the generated photons can be obtained simultaneously with increased cavity coupling. We analyze the role of
errors that arise from distinguishability of the single-photon pulses in linear optics quantum gates by relating
the gate fidelity to the strength of the two-photon interference dip in photon cross-correlation measurements.
We find that performing controlled phase operations with error,1 % requires nanocavities with Purcell factors
FPù40 in the absence of dephasing, without necessitating the strong coupling limit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A significant fraction of key experiments in the emerging
field of quantum-information science[1], such as Bell’s in-
equality violations[2], quantum key distribution[3,4] and
quantum teleportation[5] have been carried out using single-
photon pulses and linear optical elements such as polarizers
and beam splitters. However, it was generally assumed that
in the absence of photon-photon interactions, the role of op-
tics could not be extended beyond these rather limited appli-
cations. Recently, Knill, Laflamme, and Milburn have shown
theoretically that efficient linear optics quantum computation
(LOQC) can be implemented using on-demand indistin-
guishable single-photon pulses and high-efficiency photon
counters[6]. This unexpected result has initiated a number of
experimental efforts aimed at realizing suitable single-photon
sources. Impressive results demonstrating a relatively high
degree of indistinguishability and collection efficiency have
been obtained using a single quantum dot embedded in a
microcavity [7]. Two-photon interference has also been ob-
served using a single cold atom trapped in a high-Q Fabry-
Pérot cavity[8]. A necessary but not sufficient condition for
obtaining indistinguishable single photons on demand is that
the cavity-emitter coherent coupling strengthsgd exceeds the
square root of the product of the cavityskcavd and emittersgd
coherence decay rates. When the emitter is spontaneous
emission broadened and the cavity decay dominates over
other rates, this requirement corresponds to the Purcell re-
gime sg2/kcavg.1d.

In this paper, we identify the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for generation of single-photon pulses with an arbi-
trarily high collection efficiency and indistinguishability.
While our results apply to all single-photon sources based on
two-level emitters, our focus will be on quantum-dot based

devices. First, we show that single-photon sources that rely
on incoherent excitation of a single quantum dot(through a
reservoir) cannot provide high collection efficiency and in-
distinguishability, simultaneously. To achieve this goal, the
only reservoir that the emitter couples to has to be the radia-
tion field reservoir that induces the cavity decay. We show
that a source based on cavity-assisted spin-flip Raman tran-
sition satisfies this requirement and can be used to generate
the requisite single-photon pulses in the Purcell regime. This
analysis is done in Sec. II where we calculate the degree of
interference(indistinguishability) of two photons and the
theoretical maximum collection efficiency, as a function of
the cavity coupling strength, laser pulsewidth, and emitter
dephasing rate for different single-photon sources.

Interference of two single-photon pulses on a beam split-
ter plays a central role in all protocols for implementing in-
deterministic two-qubit gates, which are in turn key elements
of linear optics quantum computation schemes[6]. Observ-
ability of two-photon interference effects naturally requires
that the two single photons arriving at the two input ports of
the beam splitter be indistinguishable in terms of their pulse-
width, bandwidth, polarization, carrier frequency, and arrival
time at the beam splitter. The first two conditions are met for
an ensemble of single-photon pulses that are Fourier-
transform limited: this is the case if the source(single atom
or quantum dot) transition is broadened solely by spontane-
ous emission process that generates the photons. While the
radiative lifetime(i.e., the single-photon pulsewidth) of the
emitter does not affect the observability of interference, any
other mechanism that allows one to distinguish the two pho-
tons will. A simple example that is relevant for quantum-dot
single-photon sources is the uncertainty in photon arrival
(i.e., emission) time arising from the random excitation of
the excited state of the emitter transition: if, for example, this
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excited state is populated by spontaneous phonon emission
occuring with a waiting time oftrelax, then thestarting time
of the photon generation process will have a corresponding
time uncertainty of,trelax. We refer to this uncertainty as
time-jitter. Since the information about the photon arrival
time is now carried by the phonon reservoir, the interference
will be degraded.

Even though the role of single-photon loss on linear op-
tics quantum computation has been analyzed[6], there has
been to date no analysis of gate errors arising from distin-
guishability of single photons. To this end, we first note that
while various sources of distinguishability can be eliminated,
the inherent jitter in photon emission time remains as an
unavoidable source of distinguishability. Hence, in Sec. III,
we analyze the performance of a linear-optics-controlled
phase gate in the presence of time-jitter and relate the gate
fidelity to the degree of indistinguishability of the generated
photons, as measured by a Hong-Ou-Mandel[9] type two-
photon interference experiment.

II. MAXIMUM COLLECTION EFFICIENCY
AND INDISTINGUISHABILITY OF PHOTONS
GENERATED BY SINGLE-PHOTON SOURCES

In this section we first develop the general formalism for
calculating a normalized measure of two-photon interference
based on the projection operators of a two-level emitter. We
then compare and contrast the case where the emitter is
pumped via spontaneous emission of a photon or a phonon
from an excited state, i.e., an incoherently pumped single-
photon source, to the case where single-photon pulses are
generated by cavity-assisted spin-flip Raman scattering, i.e.,
coherently pumped single-photon source.

Previous analysis of two-photon interference among pho-
tons emitted from single emitters were carried out for two-
level systems driven by a cw laser field[10,11]. In contrast,
we treat the pulsed excitation, and analyze currently avail-
able single-photon sources based on two and three-level
emitters. We note that extensive analysis of two-photon in-
terference phenomenon was carried out for twin photons
generated by parametric down conversion[9,12–14], and
single-photon wave packets[15], without considering the
microscopic properties of the emitter.

A. Calculation of the degree of two-photon interference

We consider the experimental configuration depicted in
Fig. 1(a). Two general independent identical two-level emit-
ters are assumed to be excited by the same laser. We assert
no further assumptions on two-level emitters; they are con-
sidered to be light sources that exhibit perfect photon anti-
bunching. Single photons emitted from the two-level emit-
ters are coupled to different inputs of a beam splitter which is
equidistant from both sources. In the ideal scenario where
the input channels are mode-matched and the incoming pho-
tons have identical spectral and spatial distributions, two-
photon interference reveals itself in lack of coincidence
counts among the two output channels. This bunching behav-
ior is a signature of the bosonic nature of photons.

Recent demonstration of two-photon interference using a
single quantum-dot single-photon source relied on a similar
scheme based on a Michelson interferometer[7]. In this ex-
periment, the interferometer had a large path length differ-
ence between its two branches. Such a difference, in excess
of single-photon coherence length, provided the interference
among photons subsequently emitted from the same source.
Two-photon interference in this experiment is quantitatively
similar to interference obtained among photons emitted by
two different identical sources.

Input-output relationships for single mode photon annihi-
lation operators in the beam splitter[Fig. 1(b)] are defined by
the unitary operation

Fâ3svd
â4svd

G = F cosj − e−ifsin j

eifsin j cosj
GFâ1svd

â2svd
G . s1d

â1svd, â2svd, â3svd, andâ4svd represent single mode photon
annihilation operators in channelsk1, k2, k3, andk4, respec-
tively. k1, k2, k3, andk4 have identical amplitudes and po-
larizations while satisfying the momentum conservation. We
will abbreviate the unitary operation in the beam splitter as
usBj,fd.

Assuming thatusBj,fd is constant over the frequency
range of consideration, Eq.(1) can be Fourier transformed to
reveal

Fâ3std
â4std

G = usBj,fdFâ1std
â2std

G . s2d

â1std, â2std, â3std, and â4std now represent time dependent
photon annihilation operators.

Coincidence events at the output of the beam splitter are
quantified by the cross-correlation function between chan-
nels 3 and 4 which is given by

G34
s2dst,td = kâ3

†stdâ4
†st + tdâ4st + tdâ3stdl, s3d

g34
s2dst,td =

G34
s2dst,td

kâ3
†stdâ3stdlkâ4

†st + tdâ4st + tdl
, s4d

in its unnormalizedfG34
s2dst ,tdg and normalizedfg34

s2dst ,tdg
form. By substitution of Eq.s2d in Eq. s3d, G34

s2dst ,td is
expressed as

FIG. 1. (a) Configuration assumed in the analysis of two-photon
interference: Two independent identical single photon sources ex-
cited by the same laser field.(b) Input and output fields of the beam
splitter.
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G34
s2dst,td = sin4jkâ2

†stdâ1
†st + tdâ1st + tdâ2stdl

+ cos4jkâ1
†stdâ2

†st + tdâ2st + tdâ1stdl

− cos2jsin2jfkâ1
†stdâ2

†st + tdâ1st + tdâ2stdl

+ kâ2
†stdâ1

†st + tdâ2st + tdâ1stdlg. s5d

In what follows we assume ideal mode-matched beams in
inputs 1 and 2.

In Eq. (5), photon annihilation operators of channels 1
and 2 are due to the radiation field of a general single two-
level emitter. In the far field, this field annihilation operator
is given by the source-field relationship as

âstd = Asr dŝgeSt −
ur u
c
D , s6d

whereAsr d is a time-independent proportionality factorf16g.
This linear relationship allows for substitution of photon an-
nihilation and creation operators by dipole projection opera-
tors ŝge and ŝeg, respectively, in Eq.s5d. Using the assump-
tion that both of the emitters are independent but have
identical expectation values and coherence functions, we ar-
rive at

G34
s2dst,td = fscos4j + sin4jdkŝeestdlkŝeest + tdl

− 2cos2jsin2juG̃s1dst,tdu2guAsr du4. s7d

In this equationG̃s1dst ,td represents the unnormalized first-
order coherence function

G̃s1dst,td = kŝegst + tdŝgestdl. s8d

For a balanced beam splitter,u=p /4, Eq. s7d simplifies to

G̃34
s2dst,td ;

G34
s2dst,td

uAsr du4
=

1

2
fkŝeestdlkŝeest + tdl − uG̃s1dst,tdu2g.

s9d

This is the expression of the unnormalized second order co-
herence function in terms of the dipole projection operators
that we will use in the remainder of this section.

Under pulsed excitation further considerations need to be
taken into account to normalize this equation. Before this
discussion however, we note that under continuous wave ex-
citation, Eq.(4) reveals the normalized second order coher-
ence function

g34
s2dst,td =

1

2
S1 −

uG̃s1dst,tdu2

kŝeestdlss
2 D =

1

2
f1 − ugs1dstdu2g, s10d

wherekŝeestdlss represents the steady state population density
of the excited state.

Experimental determination of the cross-correlation func-
tion relies on ensemble averaging coincidence detection
events. Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup is frequently used in
these experiments where the experimentally relevant cross-
correlation function

G̃34exp
s2d std = lim

T→`
E

0

T

G̃34
s2dst,tddt, s11d

is measured. The total detection timeT is long compared to
the single photon pulsewidthsT→`d in these experiments.

In Fig. 2 we plot an exemplary calculation ofG̃34exp
s2d std for

an incoherently pumped, dephased quantum dot considering
a series of 6 pulses. This calculation is done by the integra-

tion of G̃34
s2dst ,td [Eq. (11)], while G̃34

s2dst ,td is calculated us-
ing the optical Bloch equations and the quantum regression
theorem. We will detail these calculations in the following
subsections. In such calculations, the area of the peak around
t,0 (0th peak) gives the unnormalized coincidence detec-
tion probability when two photons are incident in different
inputs of the beam splitter. This area should be normalized
by the area of the other peaks: Absence of two-photon inter-
ference implies 0th peak and other peaks to be identical,
whereas in total two-photon interference, 0th peak has van-
ishing area. This normalized measure of two-photon interfer-
ence is

p34 =

E
t=0

` E
t,0

G̃34
s2dst,tddtdt

E
t=0

` E
t,n

G̃34
s2dst,tddtdt

. s12d

In the numerator, integral int is taken over the 0thpeak,
whereas in the denominator this integral is taken over the
nth peak wheren= ±1, ±2, . . ..

We now simplify Eq.(12) further using the periodicity
with respect tot and t. First simplification is due to period-
icity in t which is apparent in the periodicity of the peaks
other than 0th peak in Fig. 2. The area of these peaks is given
by

FIG. 2. Unnormalized coincidence detection rate,G̃34exp
s2d , of an

incoherently pumped quantum dot. Parameter values areGrelax

=100Gspon, gdeph=Gspon, each laser pulse is a Gaussian with pulse-
width 0.05/Gspon, and peak Rabi frequency 35Gspon.
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E
0

`

kŝeestdlkŝeest + t − nTpulsedldt, s13d

for n= ±1, ±2, . . ..This is due to the vanishingG̃s1dst ,td for
absolute delay times larger than single-photon coherence
time. Hence the normalized coincidence probability can also
be represented as

p34 =

E
t=0

` E
t,0

G̃34
s2dst,tddtdt

E
t=0

` E
t,0

kŝeestdlkŝeest + tdldtdt

. s14d

Periodicity ofG̃34
s2dst ,td andkŝeestdlkŝeest+tdl in t further

simplifies Eq.(14) to

p34 =

NE
t=0

TpulseE
t,0

G̃34
s2dst,tddtdt

NE
t=0

TpulseE
t,0

kŝeestdlkŝeest + tdldtdt

=

E
t=0

TpulseE
t,0

G̃34
s2dst,tddtdt

E
t=0

TpulseE
t,0

kŝeestdlkŝeest + tdldtdt

, s15d

whereN represents the number of pulses considered in the
calculation.

Equation(15) is the final result of the simplifications and
is used in the rest of this section. It is important to note that
this equation enables us to obtain the normalized coincidence
probability,p34, by considering only a single laser pulse. This
greatly improves the efficiency of the simulations.

There are two limitations of our method of calculation.
First, the optical Bloch equation description does not take
into account laser broadening induced by amplitude or phase
fluctuations. Secondly, in the case of a quantum dot, an upper
limit to laser broadening may arise due to the biexciton split-
ting (,3.5 meV at cryogenic temperatures) and Zeeman
splitting (,1 meV for an applied field of 10 T). Overall,
these restrictions should put a lower limit of,1310−12 s to
the laser pulsewidth. This lower limit is always exceeded in
our calculations.

B. Single-photon source based on an incoherently pumped
quantum dot

Various demonstrations of single-photon sources based on
solid-state emitters have been reported in recent years. Single
quantum dots[17–21], single molecules[22–24], and single
N vacancies[25,26] were used in these demonstrations
where pulsed excitation of a high energy state followed by a
fast relaxation and excited state recombination proved to be a
very convenient method to generate triggered single photons.
This method of incoherent pumping ensured the detection of
at most one photon per pulse, provided that the laser had
sufficiently short pulses, and large pulse separations.

In the following, we extensively consider the case of
quantum dots and analyze two-photon interference among
photons emitted from an incoherently pumped quantum dot.
In such a three-level scheme(Fig. 3), time-jitter induced by
the fast relaxationsGrelaxd and dephasing inuel-ugl transition
are the sources of nonideal two-photon interference. We in-
vestigate these effects first under continuous wave, then un-
der pulsed excitation.

1. Continuous wave excitation

Under continuous wave excitation,G̃s1dst ,td is calculated
by applying quantum regression theorem[16] to the optical
Bloch equation forkŝegstdl, revealing

dG̃s1dst,td
dt

= − gG̃s1dst,td, s16d

whereg=Gspon/2+gdeph is the total coherence decay rate of
uel-ugl transition. Heregdephdenotes dephasing caused by all
reservoirs other than that of the radiation field.

Following the solution of Eq.(16), using the initial con-

dition G̃s1dst ,0d=kŝeestdlss, the normalized coincidence de-
tection probability is obtained by Eq.(10) as

g34
s2dstd =

1

2
s1 − e−2gtd. s17d

Hence, for the continuous wave excitation case, indistin-
guishability is solely determined by the total coherence de-
cay rate inuel-ugl transition. Decay time of the normalized
coincidence detection probability is 1/2g.

2. Pulsed excitation

A more detailed study of Bloch equations is necessary for
the case of pulsed excitation. The interaction Hamiltonian of
the system depicted in Fig. 3 is

Ĥint = i"VLsŝpg − ŝgpd. s18d

The master equation

FIG. 3. Model of an incoherently pumped single quantum dot.
Dashed line demonstrates the generated single photons via cavity
leakage.
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d

dt
r̂ =

1

i"
fĤint,r̂g +

Grelax

2
s2ŝgpr̂ŝpg − ŝppr̂ − r̂ŝppd

+
Gspon

2
s2ŝger̂ŝeg− ŝeer̂ − r̂ŝeed, s19d

is used to derive the optical Bloch equations. As described
previously, calculation ofp34 follows the solution of the
optical Bloch equations and Eq.s16d considering a single
laser pulse.

We now study the dependence of indistinguishability,s1
−p34d, on the cavity-induced decay ratefsFP+1dGspong and
dephasing. In Fig. 4, we plot the collection efficiency and
indistinguishability as a function of the Purcell factor,FP, for
a quantum dot withgdeph=0. We assumeGspon=109 s−1 and
Grelax=1011 s−1. Peak laser Rabi frequency is changed be-
tween 1.131011 and 0.9331011 s−1 in order to achieve
p-pulse excitation for different Purcell factors. Collection
efficiency is calculated byb=FP/ sFP+1d, assuming that
photons emitted to the cavity mode are collected with 100%
efficiency. This assumption clearly constitutes an upper limit
for the actual collection efficiency for typical microcavities
[27].

Figure 4 depicts one of the main results we present in this
paper. Due to the time-jitter induced by the relaxation from
the third level, there is a trade-off between collection effi-
ciency and indistuingishability. For a Purcell factor of 100
we calculate a maximum indistuingishability of 44% with a
collection efficiency of 99%.

The dependence of indistinguishability on dephasing is
depicted in Fig. 5. As expected, dephasing has no effect on
the collection efficiency. On the other hand, indistinguish-
ability vanishes forgdeph.Gspon.

To understand this effect, we should recall that dephasing
of an optical transition is equivalent to a nonreferred quan-

tum state measurement that projects the emitter into either its
excited or ground state. Reciprocal dephasing rategdeph

−1 then
gives the average time interval between these state projec-
tions. In this case, photon emission is restricted to take place
in between two subsequent measurement events, first(sec-
ond) of which projects the emitter into the excited(ground)
state. While the bandwidth of the emitted photon is then
necessarily given bygdephdue to energy-time uncertainty, its
emission (i.e., arrival) time will be randomly distributed
within Gspon

−1 . Since the information about the random emis-
sion times of any two photons is carried by the reservoir that
causes the dephasing process, the photons will no longer be
completely indistinguishable.

C. Quantum-dot single-photon source based
on a cavity-assisted spin-flip Raman transition

Raman transition in a single three-level system strongly
coupled to a high-Q cavity provides an alternative single
photon generation scheme[28–30]. In contrast to the inco-
herently pumped source discussed in Sec. II B, this scheme
realizes a coherently pumped single photon source that does
not involve coupling to reservoirs other than the one into
which single photons are emitted. It allows for pulse-
shaping, and is suitable for quantum state transfer[31]. In
this part we discuss the application of this scheme to quan-
tum dots, and demonstrate that arbitrarily high collection ef-
ficiency and indistinguishability can simultaneously be
achieved.

A quantum dot with an excess single conduction-band
electron constitutes a three-level system in the
L-configuration under constant magnetic fields alongx di-
rection(Fig. 6) [32]. Lowest energy conduction and valence
band states of such a quantum dot are represented byumx
= ±1/2l andumz= ±3/2l respectively due to the strongz-axis
confinement, typical of quantum dots. The magnetic field

FIG. 4. Dependence of indistinguishability and collection effi-
ciency on the cavity-induced decay ratefsFP+1dGspong of a quan-
tum dot. Parameter values areGspon=109 s−1, Grelax=1011 s−1,
gdeph=0, and excitation laser is a Gaussian beam with a pulsewidth
of 10−11 s. Peak laser Rabi frequency is changed between 1.1
31011 and 0.9331011 s−1.

FIG. 5. Dependence of indistinguishability and collection effi-
ciency on dephasingsgdephd. Gspon=109 s−1; FP=9; Grelax

=1011 s−1; excitation laser is a Gaussian beam with a pulsewidth of
10−11 s. Peak laser Rabi frequency is 1.0331011 s−1 achieving
p-pulse excitation.
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results in the Zeeman splitting of the spin upsumx=1/2ld and
down sumx=−1/2ld levels in the conduction band. Consider-
ing an electrong-factor of 2 and an applied field of 10 T
which is available from typical magneto-optical cryostats,
the splitting is expected to be,1 meV. At cryogenic tem-
peratures, this splitting is much larger than other broadenings
in consideration, thus a three-level system in the
L-configuration is obtained. We emphasize that none of the
experimental measurements carried out on self-assembled
quantum dots yield any signatures of Auger recombination
processes for trion(2 electron and one hole system) or biex-
citon transitions. In particular, lifetime measurements carried
out on biexcitons gavetbiexc,texc/1.5, indicating the ab-
sence of Auger enhancement of biexciton decay[33].

We assume that anx-polarized laser pulse is applied reso-
nantly between levels umx=1/2l and umz=3/2l (or
umz=−3/2l) while levels umx=−1/2l and umz=3/2l (or umz
=−3/2l) are strongly coupled via a resonanty-polarized cav-
ity mode. Considering the number of cavity photons to be
limited to 0 and 1, the electronic energy levelumx=−1/2l,
can be represented by the levelsumx=−1/2,1l and
umx=−1/2,0l corresponding to 1 and 0 cavity photon, re-
spectively. We will abbreviate the energy levelsumx=1/2l,
umz=3/2l, umx=−1/2,1l, and umx=−1/2,0l as u1l, u3l, u2l,
and u4l, respectively.

In such a three-level system, Raman transition induced by
the laser and cavity fields together with the finite cavity leak-
age rate,kcav, enable the generation of a single cavity photon
per pulse. For large field couplings, levelu3l can be totally
bypassed resulting in ideal coherent population transfer be-
tween levelsu1l andu2l. This single photon source has there-
fore the potential to achieve 100% collection efficiency to-
gether with ideal two-photon interference. This scheme is to
a large extent insensitive to quantum-dot size fluctuations
and may enable the use of different quantum dots in simul-
taneous generation of indistinguishable photons, provided
that the cavity resonances and the electrong-factors are iden-
tical. Variations in the electrong-factor between different
quantum dots would limit the photon indistinguishability due
to spectral mismatch between the generated photons: We do
not consider this potential limitation in this paper. In general,
spontaneous emission and dephasing inu3l-u1l and u3l-u2l
transitions are the principal sources of nonideal two-photon
interference and decreased collection efficiency in this
scheme. The ultimate limit for photon indistinguishability
due to jitter in emission time is given by spin decoherence of
the ground state.

Such a single photon source has been recently demon-
strated using single cold atoms trapped in a high-Q Fabry-
Pérot cavity[34]. Due to the limited trapping times, at most
7 photons were emitted by a single atom in this demonstra-
tion. Practical realizations of this scheme also require a
means to bring the system from levelu4l to u1l at the end of
each single-photon generation event. In Ref.[34] this was
achieved by a recycling laser pulse. The applied recycling
laser pulse determines the end of the single-photon pulse and
can in principle limit the collection efficiency for systems
with long spontaneous emission lifetimes. In the case of
quantum dots, recycling can be achieved by a similar laser
pulse applied between levelsu4l and u3l. An alternative re-
cycling mechanism can be the application of a Raman
p-pulse, generated by two detuned laser pulses satisfying the
Raman resonance condition between levelsu4l and u1l.

We now discuss the numerical analysis of this system
which is described by the interaction Hamiltonian

Ĥint = i"gsŝ32 − ŝ23d + i"VLsŝ31 − ŝ13d. s20d

We use the master equation

d

dt
r̂ =

1

i"
fĤint,r̂g + kcavs2ŝ42r̂ŝ24 − ŝ22r̂ − r̂ŝ22d

+
Gsponcos2u

2
s2ŝ13r̂ŝ31 − ŝ33r̂ − r̂ŝ33d

+
Gsponsin2u

2
s2ŝ43r̂ŝ34 − ŝ33r̂ − r̂ŝ33d, s21d

to derive the optical Bloch equations. In the presence of
dephasing caused by reservoirs other than the radiation field
sgdephd, we define the total coherence decay rate in transi-
tions from levelu3l asg=Gspon/2+gdeph. Branching of spon-
taneous emission from levelu3l to levelsu1l and u4l is indi-
cated by cos2u and sin2u, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.

G̃s1dst ,td=kŝ24st+tdŝ42stdl is calculated by applying the
quantum regression theorem to the optical Bloch equations
for ŝ14, ŝ24, andŝ34. The following set of differential equa-
tions are then obtained:

d

dt
Fst,td = − VLstdHst,td,

d

dt
G̃s1dst,td = − gHst,td − kcavG̃

s1dst,td,

d

dt
Hst,td = VLstdFst,td + gG̃s1dst,td − gHst,td. s22d

The variables G̃s1dst ,td=kŝ24st+tdŝ42stdl, Fst ,td=kŝ14st
+tdŝ42stdl, andHst ,td=kŝ34st+tdŝ42stdl have initial condi-

tions G̃s1dst ,0d=kŝ22stdl, Fst ,0d=kŝ12stdl, and Hst ,0d
=kŝ32stdl.

Following the solutions of the optical Bloch equations and
the set of Eqs.(22), normalized coincidence detection prob-
ability, p34, is calculated using Eq.(15) as described in Sec.

FIG. 6. Single photon source based on cavity-assisted spin-flip
Raman transition in a single quantum dot. Dashed line demonstrates
the generated single photons via cavity leakage.
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II A. Assuming ideal detection of the photons emitted to the
cavity mode, we calculate the collection efficiency by the
number of photons emitted from the cavity

n = 2kcavE
0

`

kŝ22stdldt. s23d

Our principal numerical results are depicted in Fig. 7 where
we consider a dephasing-free system, and analyze the depen-
dence of the collection efficiency and indistinguishability on
the cavity coupling. In these calculations we assume a poten-
tial quantum-dot cavity-QED system with relatively small
cavity decay rate ofkcav=10Gspon f35g. Laser pulse is cho-
sen to be Gaussian with a constant pulsewidth. The peak
laser Rabi frequency is increased with increased cavity
coupling in order to reach the onset of saturation in the
emitted number of photons. The large pulsewidth of 10
ensures the operation in the regime where collection effi-
ciency and indistinguishability are independent of the
pulsewidth. All other parameters are kept constant at their
values noted in the figure caption. We choose both spon-
taneous emission channels to be equally presentsu
=p /4d.

In contrast to the incoherently pumped single photon
source, Fig. 7 shows that arbitrarily high indistinguishability
and collection efficiency can simultaneously be achieved
with better cavity coupling using this scheme. For a cavity
coupling that corresponds to a Purcell factor of 40fFP

=2g2/ skcavGspond=40g, our calculations reveal 99% indistin-
guishability together with 99% collection efficiency. This re-
gime of operation is readily available in current state-of-the-
art experiments with atoms[36]. While such a Purcell factor
has not been observed for solid-state emitters in microcavity

structures to date, recent theoretical[37] and experimental
[35,38] progress indicate that the aforementioned values
could be well within reach.

As expected, the dependence ofb on cavity coupling is
exactly given by 2FP/ s1+2FPd. This is due to the spontane-
ous emission from levelu3l to u4l, namely Gsponsin2u
=Gspon/2, which defines the relevant Purcell factor. As
shown in the inset in Fig. 7, our calculations considering
different kcav values for a constant Purcell factor revealed
similar collection efficiency and indistinguishablity values.
Hence Purcell factor is the most important parameter in de-
termining the characteristics of this single-photon source.

Achieving the regime of large indistinguishability and
collection efficiency together with small laser pulsewidths is
highly desirable for efficient quantum-information process-
ing applications. In this single-photon source that relies on
cavity-assisted Raman transition, lower limits for the laser
pulsewidth are in general given by the inverse cavity cou-
pling constantsg−1d and cavity decay rateskcav

−1 d [30]. We
analyze the effect of the laser pulsewidth to indistinguish-
ability and collection efficiency in Fig. 8. In this figure we
consider the potential quantum-dot cavity-QED system ana-
lyzed in Fig. 7skcav=10Gspond while assuming a Purcell fac-
tor of 20 sg=10Gspond. As in the previous cases, we change
the maximum laser Rabi frequency for different pulsewidth
values in order to reach the onset of saturation. For this sys-
tem, we conclude that a minimum pulsewidth of 1/Gspon is
sufficient to achieve maximum indistinguishability and col-
lection efficiency.

The two spontaneous emission channels from levelu3l
have complementary effects on collection efficiency and in-
distinguishability. Spontaneous emission from levelu3l to u1l
reduces indistinguishability while having no effect on collec-
tion efficiency. This spontaneous emission channel,
Gsponcos2u, effectively represents a time-jitter mechanism for
single-photon generation. In contrast, spontaneous emission
from level u3l to level u4l has no effect on indistinguishabil-

FIG. 7. Dependence of indistinguishability and collection effi-
ciency on cavity coupling. Parameter values areGspon=1; kcav
=10; gdeph=0; u=p /4, a Gaussian pulse with pulsewidth=10; and
peak laser Rabi frequency is changed between 0.75 and 2.8. Inset:
Dependence of indistinguishability and collection efficiency onkcav
for a constantFP of 20. Parameter values areGspon=1, gdeph=0,
u=p /4, laser pulsewidth of 10/Gspon, and peak laser Rabi fre-
quency of 1.9–2.1.

FIG. 8. Dependence of indistinguishability and collection effi-
ciency on the Gaussian laser pulsewidth. Parameter values are
Gspon=1, g=10, kcav=10 sFP=20d, gdeph=0, andu=p /4. Peak la-
ser Rabi frequency is changed between 2.1 and 10.5.
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ity while reducing collection efficiency. These effects are
clearly demonstrated in Fig. 9 where we plot the dependence
of collection efficiency and indistinguishability onu.

Finally in Fig. 10 we analyze the dependence of indistigu-
ishability and collection efficiency on dephasing of transi-
tions from levelu3l. In contrast to the case of an incoherently
pumped quantum dot(Fig. 5), there is a small but nonzero
dependence of collection efficiency on dephasing. For the
parameters we chose, collection efficiencies of 0.975 and
0.970 were calculated for dephasing rates of 0 and 1.5Gspon,
respectively.

III. INDISTINGUISHABILITY AND NONDETERMINISTIC
LINEAR-OPTICS GATES

Having determined the limits and dependence of photon
collection efficiency and indistinguishability on system con-
figuration and cavity parameters, we turn to the issue of pho-
ton distinguishability effects on the performance of LOQC
gates. Related question of dependence on photon loss[6,39]
and detection inefficiency[40] have previously been ana-
lyzed. For semiconductor single-photon sources, photon loss
can be minimized by increasing collection efficiency, in prin-
ciple, to near unity value. Therefore, close to ideal photon
emission can be achieved with better cavity designs and cou-
pling. However, as we have shown in previous sections, an
incoherently pumped semiconductor photon source suffers
heavily from emission time-jitter, especially for large values
of Purcell factor, while a semiconductor system based on
cavity-assisted spin-flip Raman transition shows promise for
near unity collection efficiency and indistinguishability. To
assess the cavity requirements for the latter system, we ana-
lyze the reduction in gate fidelity arising from photon emis-
sion time-jitter in a linear optics controlled phase gate, a key
element for most quantum gate constructions.

This nondeterministic gate operates as follows: Given a
two-mode input state of the form

uCinl = fau00l + bu01l + du10l + gu11lg, s24d

where uau2+ ubu2+ ugu2+ udu2=1, the state at the two output
modes transforms into

uCoutl = fau00l + bu01l + du10l + eiFgu11lg, s25d

with a certain probability of success,upu2. A realization of
such a gate using all linear optical elements, two helper
single photons on demand, and two photon-number resolving
single-photon detectors is depicted in Fig. 11 for the special
case ofF=p f41,42g. This realization consists of two input
modes for the incoming quantum state to be transformed and
two ancilla modes with a single helper photon in each mode.
After four beam splitters with settingsu1=u2=−u3=54.74°
and u4=17.63+, postselection is performed via photon-
number measurements on output modes 3 and 4. Condi-
tional to single-photon detection in each of these modes,
the quantum state in Eq.s24d is transformed into Eq.s25d.
The probability of success for this construction is 2/27,
which is slightly better then 1/16, the probability of suc-

FIG. 9. Dependence of indistinguishability and collection effi-
ciency onu. Parameter values areGspon=1, g=10, kcav=10 sFP

=20d, gdeph=0, u=p /4. A Gaussian pulse is assumed with
pulsewidth51 and peak Rabi frequency of 6.2.

FIG. 10. Dependence of indistinguishability and collection effi-
ciency on the dephasing rate. Parameter values areGspon=1, g
=10, kcav=10 sFP=20d, u=p /4, a Gaussian laser pulse is assumed
with pulsewidth51, and peak Rabi frequency of 6.2.

FIG. 11. Optical network realizing CS180°.
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cess of the original proposal using only one helper photon
with two ancilla modesf6g.

This is the probability of success for ideal systems com-
prising indistinguishable photons, and unity efficiency num-
ber resolving single-photon detectors. We now proceed to
investigate the effects of photon distinguishability arising
from physical constraints of the single-photon sources in
consideration. In the presence of a temporal jitter,e, in the
photon emission time, a single-photon state can be repre-
sented as

u1l =E dvfsvdeiveâj
†svdu0l, s26d

where fsvd is the spectrum of the photon wave packet. For
photons from a quantum dot in a cavity, the functionfsvd is
a Lorentzian yielding a double-sided exponential dip in the
Hong-Ou-Mandel interferencef9g. In the presence of relative
time jitter, the visibility of interference is obtained after en-
semble averaging over the time-jittere in the rangef0,e0g
yielding the relation

Vse0d =
1

e0/t
s1 − e−e0/td, s27d

for a uniform distribution. In order to analyze time-jitter ef-
fects on the fidelity of the quantum gate shown in Fig. 11,
we introduce a time-jitter for the helper photon in mode 4.
For clarity, we keep the remaining photons in other modes
ideal and indistinguishable. The symmetry of the gate en-
sures that each introduced time-jitter adds to the power de-
pendence of the overall error.

Rewriting Eq.(26) as

u1l =E dvfsvdf1 − s1 − eivedgĉj
†svdu0l, s28d

allows us to represent the output state in terms of the ideal
output state and the time-jitter dependent partuFsedl:

uC̄outl = uCoutl − uFsedl. s29d

Using the definition of the gate fidelity for a particularuC̄outl

FuC̄outl
=

kCoutuC̄outl2

kCoutuCoutlkC̄outuC̄outl
, s30d

with Eq. s29d we obtain

FuC̄outl
=

upu2 − 2RefkCoutuFsedlg +
ukCoutuFsedlu2

upu2

upu2 − 2RefkCoutuFsedlg + kFseduFsedl
, s31d

whereupu2=kCoutuCoutl. Given the particular realization of
this gate as depicted in Fig. 11, the overall gate fidelity
takes the form

F = minfkFuC̄outl
le

e0g =
c0 + c1Vse0d + c2V

2se0d
d0 + d1Vse0d + d2V

2se0d
, s32d

wherek·le
e0 denotes ensemble averaging over time-jittere in

the rangef0,e0g using an appropriate weight function and
Vse0d is the degree of indistinguishability, or the correspond-
ing visibility in a Hong-Ou-Mandel interference. The coeffi-
cients ci and di in Eq. s32d depend not only on the gate
properties such as the probability of success, but also on the
initial input state through the coefficientsa, b, andg. Con-
sequently, the gate fidelity becomes a function of the prop-
erties of the initial input state.

A plot for minimum gate fidelity(corresponding to au11l
input state) found after extensive search over a set of initial
input states is shown in Fig. 12 as a function of time-jitter
normalized to photon pulsewidthse0/td. As is evident from
the graph, time-jitter on the order of 0.3% is the limiting case
in order to achieve fidelity of 99%. For an incoherently
pumped quantum-dot single photon source as analyzed in
Sec. II B, the emission time-jitter is on the order of 1
310−11 s. Thus, for single-photon pulsewidth on the order of
1310−9 s, this fidelity threshold cannot be satisfied. As is
also clear from Fig. 4, this corresponds to a Purcell factor of
order unity and collection efficiency of about 50 %. In a
cavity-assisted spin-flip Raman transition, however, indistin-
guishability and collection efficiency are both shown to in-
crease in Fig. 7 as the Purcell factor increases. This, in turn,
casts a single constraint on the cavity quality factor, requir-
ing FPù40, in order to achieve both indistinguishability and
collection efficiency required for gate operations for LOQC.
This threshold for cavity quality factor is within the realistic
values to date. We emphasize that so far there has been no
explicit calculation on the maximum allowed time-jitter error
for the LOQC scheme[6].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed the effects of cavity coupling, spontaneous
emission rate, dephasing, and laser pulsewidth on indistin-

FIG. 12. Dependence of nonlinear sign gate fidelityF, on nor-
malized time-jittere. The horizontal line indicates the 99% fidelity
threshold. The vertical line indicates tolerable time-jitter threshold.
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guishability and collection efficiency for two distinct types
of single-photon sources based on two and three-level emit-
ters. We showed that, in contrast to incoherently pumped
systems, a single-photon source based on cavity-assisted
spin-flip Raman transition has the potential to simultaneously
achieve high levels of indistinguishability and collection ef-
ficiency. For this system, in the absence of dephasing, 99%
indistinguishability and collection efficiency are achieved for
a Purcell factor of 40. Our analysis shows that strong cou-
pling regime of cavity-QEDsg. hg ,kcavjd is not a require-
ment for optimum operation while, in the presence of
dephasing, the characteristics of the system is determined by
g2/kcavgdeph rather than the Purcell factor. The desired re-
gime of operation, i.e., Purcell factor of 40 in the absence of

dephasing, is readily available for atoms in high-Q Fabry-
Pérot cavities. It is also within reach for solid-state based
single-photon sources embedded in microcavity structures
given current technology. We also analyzed the reduction in
gate fidelity arising from photon emission-time-jitter in a lin-
ear optics controlled sign gate. We found that the aforemen-
tioned Purcell regime provides gate performance with error
,1% using the single photon source based on a cavity-
assisted Raman transition.
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